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Abstract
The main objective of this work is to obtain an in-depth understanding of digital communication strategies employed by hospitals by comparing and contrasting the digital communication of two hospitals of reference in Spain. The main method is content analysis of Facebook and Twitter along with in-depth interviews of hospital communication directors. Results show different communication strategies that depend on organizational goals. The public participated in digital communication within three themes: 1) general, sensitive, and topical health issues; 2) personal and professional projects, as well as initiatives for struggle or sensitization; 3) corporate novelties that encourage public involvement. The use of currently existing platforms of social media from which to manage the online communication should be a priority for hospitals. Multimedia content can help to disclose health information. Online communication strategies are adapted to overall communication strategy and differences in cultural profiles lead to differences in priorities.
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Resumen
El objetivo principal de este trabajo es obtener un conocimiento profundo de la comunicación de dos hospitales españoles de referencia en comunicación digital, contrastando sus estrategias. Los principales métodos utilizados son el análisis de contenido de Facebook y Twitter y entrevistas en profundidad con los directores de comunicación de ambos hospitales. Los resultados muestran diferentes estrategias de comunicación sujetas a los objetivos de cada organización. La participación del público se produce en tres tipos de temas: 1) cuestiones de salud de interés general, especialmente sensibles; 2) proyectos personales y profesionales reconocidos, así como iniciativas para la lucha o la sensibilización; 3) novedades corporativas relevantes que afectan a la organización y fomentan la participación de su red. La existencia
One current weakness in social media management by public health agencies is a lack of interactivity and engagement with the user (Thackeray et al., 2012). Additionally, the number of Facebook likes works as an indicator of hospital quality and patient satisfaction (Timian et al., 2013). McCaughey et al. (2014) detected a positive correlation between social media channel use and patient rating of their overall hospital experience, as well as patient willingness to recommend the hospital.

Both hospitals have one or more webs/blogs that feed the content they re-distribute through Twitter and Facebook

In Spain a significant percentage of hospitals do not have a website, and those that do are not optimizing them as a medium of information that is of interest to their publics, according to the results of several studies (Arencibia-Jiménez; Albar-Remón, 2007; Díaz-Cuenca, 2007; Calvo-Calvo, 2014). Bermúdez-Tamayo et al. (2013) show that, in Spain, the larger institutions use social networks more frequently, as well as public institutions (19%, p <0.01) compared to private ones. But half of the Spanish hospitals with better reputation are not yet present in social media (Costa-Sánchez; Túñez-López; Videla-Rodriguez, 2016). The presence of Spanish hospitals on social media is evolving, but it is very low compared to hospitals in the United States and other western European countries. Spanish public hospitals are more active on Twitter, whereas private hospitals have a better performance on Facebook and YouTube (Martínez-Millana et al., 2017). In an analysis of Twitter management by Spanish hospitals (Rando-Cueto; Paniagua-Rojano; De-las-Heras-Pedrosa, 2016), users are interested in information about the activity and events of the hospital followed by practical information and health advice.

The main objective of this work is to gain an in-depth understanding of the use of the social networks, Facebook and Twitter, by two hospitals in Spain and to contrast the communication strategies of the chosen hospitals. Most of the previous research has analyzed the overall situation, but has not explored communication strategies, objectives, and resources. The analysis will allow us to extract lessons that can be applied to the hospital sector, which in Spain have been late to social media use, just reacting to the new communicative context.

1. Introduction

As social media tools become mainstream, organizations must update their strategies and tactics to build relationships (Briones et al., 2011). In line with other types of organizations, social media are new channels for hospitals to communicate with citizens and users. Online dialogue can be an important method of health education, an unusual topic in the current communication research agenda (Van-de-Belt et al., 2012; Thackeray et al., 2012; Moorhead et al., 2013).

This work aims to help fill this gap and deepen the use of the two social networks with the most users in Spain, Facebook and Twitter, by two Spanish hospitals with very different identities, but both with a reputation in Spain for their services and also activities in the digital arena. The Hospital Sant Joan de Déu, (HSJD) in Barcelona, a maternal and children’s hospital of concerted management with the Catalan Public Health Service and the Clínica Universidad de Navarra (CUN), a general hospital of private ownership and management.

2. Literature review

Although there are many potential benefits of adopting social media for medical practices and health care (Lim, 2016), and despite users who are becoming more and more informed on health topics thanks to the Internet (Sarasohn-Kahn, 2008; Hu; Sundar, 2010), health care organizations are late-comers to the digital arena. Also, much remains to be done to educate, give answers, and open more direct communication paths with users (Gabarrón; Fernández-Luque, 2012; Huerta et al., 2014).

In regards to the use of social media, according Van-de-Belt et al. (2012), the number of hospitals in western European countries that use such tools is minimal. In Italy less than 8 percent of public hospitals and local health authorities have social media accounts (Vanzetta et al., 2014). In US hospitals the largest private non-profit and urban hospitals are those with higher social media activity (Griffis et al., 2014; Richter; Muhlestein; Wilks, 2014) and 42 percent of the analyzed Canadian hospitals have no Facebook profile (Medina-Aguerrebere; Buil-Gazol; Heath, 2015). In Farabaugh’s (2013) approach, the posts that generated greater engagement were those related to patient stories. Pictures, videos, and good news tended to increase usage of social media for hospital stakeholders (Leung, 2014).
3. Method

The two hospitals (HSJD and CUN) were chosen because of the contrasts in their management (public-private) and specialization (maternal and child-general). Both are academic hospitals. Each has a website, presence in social networks (Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, among others), and blogs. This is an extensive presence in 2.0 platforms, which are listed in the corresponding sections of the web pages of HSJD and CUN.

https://www.sjdhospitalbarcelona.org/es/siguenos-redes-sociales
https://www.cun.es/actualidad

Previous studies have identified Sant Joan de Déu Hospital in Barcelona and Clínica Universidad de Navarra as the two most active Spanish hospitals in social media (Costa-Sánchez; Túñez-López; Videla-Rodríguez, 2016). The combination of this group of factors justifies using these two hospitals in our study. Facebook and Twitter are the object of study because they are the two most popular social networks in Spain (IAB Spain, 2016).

In order to carry out an in-depth analysis of the online activity of the two hospitals and a comparative study between both, the present work poses the following initial questions:

R.Q.1. What level of activity do the hospitals present in both social networks?

R.Q.1.1. Are there any significant differences in this regard?

R.Q.2. What is the followed priority strategic line for the content published on Facebook and Twitter?

R.Q.2.1. Are there differences detected between the two organizations?

R.Q.3. What content generates more conversation in social networks?

R.Q.3.1. Are there any coincidences in this regard?

R.Q.4. What is the online communication strategy that both hospitals are currently implementing?

Thereafter, a content analysis adapted to the possibilities of the channel covering a period of three months was carried out for both organizations: February, April, and June 2016 for Hospital Sant Joan de Déu; and September, November, and January 2017 for CUN. Alternate months were selected to avoid possible distortions derived from specific events and to observe the communication strategy in a global time arch of six months in each case.

Table 1. Data analysis tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General activity index</td>
<td>Tweets/ day, Tweets/ month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posts/ day, Posts/ month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total tweets, Total posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority issue</td>
<td>Informational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corporate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title (/unit)</td>
<td>Free coding and decoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia index</td>
<td>Picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer graphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin of information</td>
<td>Free coding and decoding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation index</td>
<td>Retweets, Likes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Starting from Griffis et al. (2014); Richter, Muhlestein & Wilks (2014); King (2014); Saxton & Waters (2014) and Kordazeh & Young (2014), a factsheet was created for each social network, taking into account the following elements (see Table 1).

The categories of the issues come from the synthesis of previous studies (Wong et al., 2016, Rando-Cueto; Panigua-Rojano; De-las-Heras-Pedrosa, 2016; Kordazeh; Young, 2015, Huang; Dunbar, 2013; Xifra; Grau, 2010). For this purpose, all the content related to institutional communication and public relations has been considered as corporate content. Informational content refers to content that covers topics of communication for health. Scientific topics are those related to research and clinical trials, fundamentally. This simplification effort aims to facilitate the comparison between different entities.

Several of these variables have been interrelated in the descriptive section of the corresponding results. The measures for the content with greater interaction from users were relative according to the means of each organization for each social network (King, 2014).

Then, semi-structured, online interviews with the communication directors from each hospital were used to obtain an in-depth understanding of the view of the people in charge of the communication strategies conducted by hospitals. Both communication directors participated in the study. The explanations given by the heads of both departments are included in the different topics covered.

The combination of the quantitative and qualitative methodology allows us to complement the message analysis (strategy, content, and channels) with the recognized and verbalized intentionality by those responsible for the strategy design (Sale; Lohfeld; Brazil, 2002).
4. Results

4.1. Activity on the web

In terms of traffic data from corporate websites, the data obtained from Alexa, one of the most used web references for media planning, are included. The specific items shown are:

- global position in the ranking of websites.
- position in Spanish ranking.
- number of pages visited.
- average duration of visits.
- bounce rank or number of visits that only access a page and leave the site.

As it may be appreciated, the CUN website is the best positioned in the global and Spanish ranking, although its bounce rate is the highest and the average visit time is the lowest of the three. It is important to emphasize that Faros, the online portal specializing in health that belongs to HSJD, has a better positioning than the corporate website of the hospital, although the latter seems to be of greater interest for the public, when we take into account the time of the visit, the pages visited, and the bounce rate (see Table 2).

4.2. Activity index on Facebook/ Twitter

Comparatively, as indicated by monthly average activity on networks during the analyzed period (see Table 3), the CUN has double the social media activity of HSJD, being much more up-to-date in the microblogging network when compared to the hospital’s Facebook account (R.Q.1). The CUN’s daily average of content publication is double that of HSJD in both networks (R.Q.1.1).

4.3. Purpose of the use of social networks and the degree of multimedia

Communication content for health is more prevalent in the networks belonging to the HSJD, both in Facebook and Twitter.

In CUN’s case, the corporate use in Twitter is almost equal to its use in communicating about health, whereas Facebook is a network that is used more for health (Table 4). Scientific content is transmitted by Twitter in the case of HSJD, but it is absent from their Facebook channel, while CUN makes limited use in both networks for this purpose (R.Q.2, R.Q.2.1).

A commitment to images in Twitter and Facebook is a common denominator in the channels of both organizations (Table 5). Emphasis is given to the use of self-made explanatory infographics designed to help better understand complex information. In addition, CUN makes greater use of video. The fact of having a multimedia area in the working environment at the hospitals dedicated to the creation of these materials is reflected, therefore, in the format of the shared content.

4.4. Impact on networks

The conversation rate is higher on Twitter for CUN and Facebook for HSJD (Table 6). In the average by type of content,
the CUN stands out again in Twitter, while the conversation generated by HSJD posts are higher in comments, times shared, and reactions (R.Q.3).

Communication topics for health generated more impact and participation in both Twitter and Facebook for HSJD. In the case of CUN, the topics of corporate profile on Twitter and Facebook are the ones that give rise to greater conversation and user interactions (Table 7, R.Q.3.1).

4.5. Online communication strategies

Below is a description of the current online communication strategies used by both hospitals (R.Q.4); the description is based on the work of observation and analysis of networks and platforms and on the intentions as stated by the communication directors of both hospitals.

4.5.1. Hospital Sant Joan de Déu

As for the use of Twitter, three priority lines of content stand out:

First, the informational content, where the channel works as a loudspeaker of the content of Faros, the online portal of education for health. The website mainly offers content according to two criteria: age (prenatal, first year, 1 to 5 years, 5 to 12 years, and adolescence) and subject (Nutrition; Health; Safety; Development and Learning; and Family and News).

The communication director explains that “the priority of our communication is to carry out actions that help position our hospital as a center of reference in quality and excellence in all matters related to children, youth, mothers, and health” (Communication Director, HSJD). Faros represents the online materialization of this objective.

The content chosen for dissemination on Twitter stands out for their up-to-date nature, social interest, and adaptation to context. All of the posts are accompanied by an illustrative image. As a strategy, the opportunity offered by the World Day of different diseases (World Autism Day, World Day of Childhood Cancer, World Health Day dedicated to diabetes) is used to disseminate issues related to prevention or awareness of the disease. Other events (such as St. George’s Day) are also used to discuss the importance of reading among children or stationary issues such as allergies or the importance of sun protection. In any case, contextual factors to generate content are taken into account, in order to attract attention and generate interest.

Scientific content related to maternity, pregnancy, and pediatrics occupy the second place. The content published by the library channel are disseminated. This content is published in English, and is not accompanied by any image. This content has very low impact in terms of retweets.

Third, corporate content is linked to the celebration of days and events, fundraising for research and hospital projects with lines of collaboration with other entities, prizes received or media coverage of hospital activities and interviews to its professionals. The hospital’s corporate website and friends are usually the reference sources.

Regarding the main strategies on Facebook, health and wellness tips are prioritized for parents, children, and adolescents, in tandem with posts on Twitter. The Faros platform also serves as a support to the main strategy on Facebook.
The strategy of scientific dissemination has disappeared. It is replaced by a near and familiar channel. It also includes user service information, especially that which is related to the internal activities of the hospital.

Facebook acts as a channel for its own community, with a more familiar language, while Twitter is committed to positioning itself as a scientific and research source and, in this sense, more professional, but less close to the user. In essence, Facebook is the channel for the community of parents who find special interest in hospital content.

The content that generated the highest level of participation on Twitter was in relation to the World Day against Childhood Cancer (February 15). In descriptive terms, the snapshot of the content with the highest conversation rate was in relation to the dissemination of topics of general social concern, namely: childhood cancer, blood donation, sport benefits, importance of the use of protective cream, and the prevention of children’s accidents.

The content linked to specific personal projects generated affinity (loves) because the same network of people supported the corresponding content.

The Facebook/Twitter contrast shows, first, that more activity is not synonymous to more interaction with audiences.

Regarding Facebook, dialogue (higher index of comments) arose with sensitive issues (awareness-raising initiatives with a concrete project or the World Day Against Childhood Cancer) and professional projects of success and social impact, as well as certain corporate issues, which are common to health professionals.

With regards the rebroadcast indicator (number of times shared), an explanation of the risks of using mobile devices for the visual health of children (912 times shared), the topic of childhood cancer, and the importance of educating without raising the voice (732 times shared), the role of parents in disease processes (659 times shared), and content on rare diseases (634 times shared) were the topics.

The analysis shows that promotion and prevention on health was the main goal of sharing content in the hospital network, delegating to the second level the more corporate and scientific dimensions. Staff at the hospital understood their social media strategy as a “means of helping families”.

4.5.2. Clínica Universidad de Navarra

The CUN content strategy on Twitter had several purposes. As was the case of HSJD, health-related content was being disseminated and seasonal and ephemeral moments were used.

Second, but with a much higher presence than the publications dedicated to dissemination, corporate content had a significant share of presence on the channel. In particular, three strategic sub-lines were detected in this sense:

1. The opening of the new clinic in Madrid, scheduled for autumn 2017. In September 2016 (a year earlier), content was already being generated on facilities, professionals, lines of activity, etc. The communication director of the hospitals recognized that “the immediate priority of the Department is to communicate the identity and the brand of the hospital for the project of the new headquarters (...) in Madrid.”

2. The relevance of the University of Navarra for the community. The report on the socio-economic impact of the University in Navarre and the presentation of its corporate memory give rise to emphasizing the organization as a focus for promoting resources and the well-being of its environment.

3. The provision of data and information on CUN as a reference entity in quality of service and innovation. Acknowledgments to its professionals, organization of events, balance of services provided, agreements signed with other entities or new facilities.

Associating CUN with a leadership image at the national and international medical-sanitary level was the goal of this line of content.

Third, scientific content brings news about clinical trials carried out, studies and new diagnostic procedures, training activities and conferences of its professionals. This is a line of content that, although it is technical and of interest to a more specialized public, also underlines the image of CUN as a pioneer center in medical treatments, innovation, and excellence.

Twitter content comes mainly from the active blogs of the hospital and the hospital’s own website. The corporate website has, besides a link to blogs, a section in the main menu called diseases and treatments. It is the dissemination of health content housed in a key place on the website and at the same level as corporate content.
As a university clinic, content related to the faculties of Medicine and Nursing and other institutions of the University were also part of a network which was re-distributed. The media as a source of content was a common resource, in many cases related to publications where the center’s medical professionals are protagonist.

With regard to content strategy on Facebook, the corporate website and blogs increased their presence as a source of original content. The corporate website increased its presence linked to the health promotion strategy and the extensive section on the web dedicated to diseases and treatments.

The interaction and participation of the public occurs in three types of issues

The content that generated a greater participation on Twitter (equal or more than 20 retweets and loves) were mainly those related to diseases of great social sensitivity (childhood cancer, Alzheimer’s, and premature babies), those linked to the University of Navarra network (organizations integrated into the institution, such as faculties or research institutes), and those concerning news of the Athletic Club Osasuna, a Spanish club of first division located in Pamplona that has an agreement with the hospital to provide medical care for its players.

Regarding the participation of the audience in Facebook, the conversation (equal or more than 60 times shared and 120 reactions) was more active in relation to corporate issues related to the opening of the new hospital in Madrid and its characteristics and the impact of the hospital and university on the Navarra region. Both topics were also featured on Twitter. Informational content that generated greater participation was information related to ailments of broad social concern, such as cancer.

The medium-term goal of a hospital within the new paradigm is to “take advantage of all the possibilities offered by the 2.0 context to develop a closer and interactive communication among all our audiences” (Communication Directorate, CUN).

As explained by the hospital’s communication department, social media helps to consolidate online reputation and is a means to cultivate the community of followers through content generation, the dissemination of identity, and active listening of users.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The study shows the existence of one or more base platforms from which to manage the online communication through the social networks of Twitter and Facebook. Both hospitals have one or more webs/blogs that feed the content they re-distribute through Twitter and Facebook. The corporate website is the main platform for CUN (the fact that blogs are also hosted increases web traffic from social networks to the corporate website). HSJD separates the two strategies into two different platforms: for health communication, it uses Faros (an online portal with specific content for its priority audiences, i.e. teenage/mother/parents), while the corporate website plays a secondary but stable role, limited to the identity information of the organization.

This is also visible in the online communication strategy of both entities. While CUN prioritizes content at the service of corporate communication and even the other lines of content are ultimately dependent on the purpose of corporate communication, HSJD platforms perform a triple role: first, an informative role; second, public relations position; and in the third place, the scientific role. The planning process for the opening of the new headquarters in Madrid is, according to the director of communication, the most immediate priority. In contrast, for the Catalan hospital, becoming a reference in the health area of specific groups (mothers and fathers, fundamentally) means that the vector of communication in health has a greater role, since it will also enable it to reach potential customers at a national and international level.

With regard to CUN’s communication strategy, the high degree of implemented planning of communication should be highlighted. It is also an indicator of the importance of the generation of own audiovisual materials (image, computer graphics, or video) to provide content to networks, so the creation of a multimedia department (which in this case, CUN already has) is outlined as a line of work of interest for the communication direction in this and other types of sectors.

Indeed, in both cases, the commitment to image and/or video content was shown. It highlighted CUN’s innovative commitment to careful computer graphics that summarize and explain health information at a glance. The availability of an area for multimedia communication explains the innovation and care in the use of this type of content. In contrast, HSJD, with fewer resources and without a specialized area within the department, makes too much use of photography or image to illustrate most of its publications.
The Facebook/Twitter contrast shows, first, that more activity is not synonymous to more interaction with audiences. Although CUN has more activity in both networks, HSJD stands out for the participation of its content in Facebook and CUN on Twitter. The community of the Catalan hospital on Facebook is superior to that of Navarre, which may be a conditioning. But its number of followers on Twitter is also higher and yet the participation of its audiences is lower. This may be because Facebook is employed by HSJD as a community channel where parents find articles of interest about their children’s health. However, CUN’s corporate strategy on Facebook reveals a more diluted success. This could be due to several factors: 1) It is a general hospital, which gives rise to content of various types and does not clearly limit the characteristics of the public that receives the messages (as opposed to a specialized hospital, with a profile of publics that is much more concrete and very clear from the department of communication); 2) The prioritization of corporate strategy, which on Facebook can attract a conquered public, but may have less pull for potential audiences, who a priori do not know the institution and will be less involved in opening a new venue; 3) The profile of a private service organization, which limits the potential reach of its audiences.

On Twitter, however, the opposite situation occurs. It works better at the service of a corporate strategy than an informational/educational one. Twitter helps and promotes relationships and networking, as highlighted by Hart et al. (2017). Because CUN is a university hospital, there is a solid network woven between the University’s own institutions, which can initially serve as a support for the retransmission of the generated content (Center for Applied Medical Research, CIMA; Faculties of Medicine and Nursing of the University, University of Navarra and CUN, mainly). To this must be added the new relationships that are created with other institutions. The fact that both hospitals are linked to the University favors a daily relational component with other prestigious entities related to their interests and activity.

Therefore, Facebook may be the most appropriate platform for outreach strategies while Twitter may be best for corporate relational strategies.

As both networks are general-interest, scientific content is less strategically present and receives less attention from non-specialized audiences.

The interaction and participation of the public occurs in three types of issues (in order of impact): 1) Health issues of general concern, sensitive, and topical (cancer, childhood cancer, Alzheimer’s); 2) recognized personal and professional projects, as well as initiatives for struggle or sensitization (medical trajectories or projects in favor of a person, for instance); 3) important corporate novelties that affect the organization and encourage public involvement.

The continuity of this line of research is recommended to corroborate our finding that Facebook is best for strategies of health disclosure and Twitter for corporate strategies, as well as the contrast between public and private profiles or between specialist and generalist hospitals. The main limitation of the work is that we have analyzed only the main platforms and social networks of two hospitals. In addition, they are two reference hospitals (in their activity in general and in their online activity in particular) so two advantageous situations (in terms of activity level and available resources) are evaluated in relation to most hospitals in Spain.

The scope of 2.0 generates a conversational potential that hospital institutions must take advantage of to become a source of reference information for their audiences. The greatest challenge for scholars is to learn how to institutionalize strategic public relations as an ongoing accepted practice in most organizations (Grunig, 2010). The vector of health communication can serve with this double objective: to maintain or improve relations with the public while educating about health.
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